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WELCOME TO IRELAND
The 2016  Managing a Future Search train-
ing takes place in stunning scenery in Co 
Dublin, Ireland. High in the hills above Dub-
lin city there is only green, but 40 shades of it. 
Take time out to come to enjoy inspiration, 
colleagueship, and practical learning. Walk 
away refreshed and equipped to lead using 
the renowned Future Search methodology.

Managing a Future Search - A Leadership 
Workshop is for facilitators and leaders 
who want to learn how applying Future 
Search principles and methodology 
enables a community or organisation to 
transform its capability for action. It is 
appropriate for practitioners and leaders 
from business, non-profits, public sector as 
well as consultants and facilitators. 
 
Participants will acquire the tools needed 
to organise and manage Future Search 
conferences with integrity in any sector 
or culture. This experiential workshop 

runs for two full days and a morning and 
includes a simulation, coaching, analysis, 
theory, and case studies.

More than 4,000 people have attended 
this workshop since 1991. They have come 
from Africa, Asia, Australia, Canada, the 
Caribbean, Europe, India, South America 
and the United States.

People from every sector, public and private, 
have gone on to stimulate positive social, 
technological and economic cooperation 
around the globe. 

The workshop goal is to give participants 
the tools, insights and support to manage 
successful Future Searches. The workshop 
is suitable for those people who want to 
improve their own practice as well as those 
who want to have deeper insights into the 
processes that are available to their own 
organisation to help inspire and manage 
change and development.
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Training Course for Practitioners and Leaders 

Managing a 
Future Search 

“The values that are 

the foundation  of  Fu-

ture Search should be 

in the heart of all lead-

ership and groups on 

our precious planet” 
- George Bermudez, 
Antioch University 
Los Angeles, CA
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PROGRAMME DETAILS  
Programme Tutors
Sandra Janoff  (shown on picture above)
Assisted by Michael Donnelly

Fees
1850 euros (there is no VAT charged on this training)
Inclusive of all tuition fees, materials, refreshments, meals and 
accommodation

Registration
Early bird registration available until April 30, 2016: 1650 euros
Register by emailing michael.donnelly@perspectivity.org 

Venue
The Future Search will take place at the beautiful Kippure Estate, 
in the forested hills above Dublin City. This stunning venue offers 
the seclusion, inspiration, and great food that makes Managing 
a Future Search an amazing experience. There will be plenty to 
do in the long summer evenings. Kippure Estate offers adventure 
activities and there is sure to be a trip to a very well known near-
by pub for Guinness and craic. The accommodation is available 
as shared or single occupancy. Single occupancy rooms are an 
extra €60 per person.

WHY SHOULD YOU ATTEND?
This workshop will enable people to learn a high-
ly-successful strategic planning method used 
worldwide by companies and communities for 
social, technological and economic planning. 

Future Search brings people from all walks of life 
into the same conversation – those with resourc-
es, expertise, formal authority and need. People 
tell stories about their past, present and desired 
future. Through dialogue they discover common 
ground. Only then they make concrete action 
plans. 

The method enables large, diverse groups to 
validate a common vision, take responsibility for 
action and organize the implementation. All that 
is being accomplished within 2 ½ days! 

In this workshop you will be introduced to a 
methodology that enables dramatic outcomes in 
one meeting.  The principles and techniques you 
learn in this methodology are perfect for applying 
to many different meetings – no matter the scale 
or topic.

You will learn 
... the methodology within a simulation and   
real life exercises. 
... the theory, principles, history and dyna-
 mics of Future Search. 
... about conditions for success and world-  
wide case examples. 
... facilitation skills and techniques.
Learn more at www.futuresearch.net 

CONTACT

E-mail Michael Donnelly:  
michael.donnelly@perspectivity.org 
Phone: +44 7739518998 

“I’ll be using the ‘Future Search logic’ in every 

meeting from now on.  The structure and pro-

cess around letting folks empty their heads and 

talk,  describe and agree what we have to fix,  

figure out an ideal outcome and then commit to 

action is undeniably sound. ”

- Simon Wake, UK


